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Position-specific isotope patterns within amino acids hold
potential as detailed tracers of metabolic fluxes and their
interplay with the environment. Isotopic fractionation occurs at
particular atomic positions within molecules [1], but this spatial
information is lost (i.e., averaged) in conventional isotope ratio
mass spectrometry. Organic geochemists may wish to exploit
natural isotopic variations within biomolecules to develop novel
proxies for environmental and physiological processes. However,
isotope ordering within amino acids from natural samples has
remained largely inaccessible to date due to methodological
limitations. Intramolecular 13C/12C variations have been
characterized in amino acids by a variety of techniques [2-6], but
primarily in pure, commercially available standards, or in
samples expected to have very large isotopic contrasts (e.g.,
meteoritic alanine)—reflecting challenges associated with
method sensitivities or complex sample matrices. Here, we will
present a method for the position-specific isotope analysis of
amino acids by an OrbitrapTM mass analyzer coupled to a gas
chromatograph, using data from plant samples and serine
standards as case studies. This work represents some of the first
Orbitrap-based measurements of position-specific isotope
contrasts in amino acids isolated from a biological matrix. This
approach enables on-line isolation of serine from a mixture of
amino acids, as well as characterization of δ13C values for each
carbon position in serine. Data from well-characterized plants [7]
and standards will be used to illustrate method validation and to
propose a proxy for photorespiratory fluxes in the environment.
Finally, we will discuss prospects for generalizing these
approaches to other amino acids, Orbitrap platforms, and sample
types relevant to the organic geochemistry community.
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